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Abstract. The paper considers grad-div stabilized equal-order finite elements (FE) methods for the linearized
Navier-Stokes equations. A block triangular preconditioner for the resulting system of algebraic equations is pro-
posed which is closely related to the Augmented Lagrangian (AL) preconditioner. A field-of-values analysis of a
preconditioned Krylov subspace method shows convergence bounds that are independent of the mesh parameter
variation. Numerical studies support the theory and demonstrate the robustness of the approach also with respect
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state Navier-Stokes equations.
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1. Introduction. The numerical solution of a system of linear algebraic equations resulting
from discretizing the Oseen problem is one of the central problems in numerical linear algebra for
computational fluid dynamics. The matrix of the system is large, sparse, indefinite, and can be
poorly conditioned with a dominating skew-symmetric part at higher Reynolds numbers. Develop-
ing efficient algebraic solvers, which means scalable and robust with respect to physical parameters,
for this system is a formidable challenge. This challenge has been addressed by many authors from
different angles since the mid-90s.

The notable achievements are the development of block preconditioners [14] complemented
with Schur complement preconditioners such as pressure convection-diffusion (PCD) and least-
square commutator (aka BFBt)[27, 13], and the introduction of the Augmented Lagrangian (AL)
approach [2].

Among known approaches, only the Augmented Lagrangian method is recognized to deliver fast
convergence rates that are essentially independent of the Reynolds number, the critical physical
parameter. This robustness property, documented in multiple studies (e.g.,[2, 10, 41, 24, 6, 16,
15, 38, 32]), is not unconditional. It is known only for inf-sup stable finite element discretizations
and relies on the availability of an efficient preconditioner for the velocity block of the augmented
system. This condition restricts the effective use of the AL approach to either moderately sized
systems, where an (incomplete) factorization of the velocity block is feasible [38], or to certain finite
element pairs and grids that are amenable to specialized multigrid techniques [39, 2, 16, 15].

For stabilized equal-order finite element discretizations of the Oseen problem, the Augmented
Lagrangian approach is much less studied. As far as we are aware, [4] is the only paper that
introduces an extension for equal-order discretizations. While effective, this extension imposes
restrictions on the augmentation parameter, making it not completely robust with respect to the
Reynolds number and mesh size variation.
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The present paper focuses on building an efficient algebraic solver for the Oseen problem dis-
cretized with the equal-order finite element method. Our approach is closely related to the AL
method but differs from that in [4]. In that paper, the augmentation is done at the algebraic
level, leading to the pressure stabilization matrix appearing in the new velocity operator. Here, the
augmentation is done at the continuous level, rendering the method as grad-div stabilization. This
modification addresses two issues: it removes algebraic constraints on the augmentation parameter
and significantly reduces the fill-in of the velocity matrix compared to the algebraic augmenta-
tion. The close relationship between the AL method and grad-div stabilization is well-known, and
improving algebraic solvers by adding grad-div stabilization to incompressible fluid problems is a
well-studied topic (see, e.g.,[22, 29, 36, 37, 25, 30, 34]).

Existing studies of algebraic solvers based on grad-div stabilization have dealt with either a
‘continuous’ formulation (no discretization involved) or fluid problems discretized using inf-sup sta-
ble elements such as Taylor–Hood or Scott–Vogelius elements. This might be surprising since the
first paper where the grad-div term appears is [17], on equal-order finite elements for the incom-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations. The grad-div stabilization acts as a compensation mechanism
for under-resolved pressure variables, as explained in [37, 35]. Since under-resolved pressure is more
typical for inf-sup stable elements, most subsequent studies of grad-div stabilization have focused
on inf-sup stable discretizations. The present paper aims to rectify this by introducing an AL-
type preconditioner for stabilized equal-order discretizations of the Oseen problem and assessing
the accuracy of grad-div stabilized equal-order finite elements for the incompressible Navier–Stokes
equations.

Although this paper addresses the accuracy of grad-div stabilized equal-order finite elements
in its numerical experiments section, the main focus is on the algebraic solver. Thus, the primary
theoretical contribution is a convergence analysis of the GMRES method with the proposed pre-
conditioners by deriving field-of-values estimates for the preconditioned matrices. The analysis of
iterative methods for linearized fluid problems often takes the form of eigenvalue bounds for the
preconditioned matrices. While useful, these bounds do not provide much insight into the con-
vergence behavior of preconditioned Krylov subspace methods for non-normal matrices. Rigorous
analysis of preconditioned Krylov subspace methods for the discrete Oseen problem is scarce, with
convergence estimates found in [28, 31, 3]. Only [3] addresses the convergence analysis of GMRES
with the augmented Lagrangian preconditioner. Our analysis differs from that in [3] in both the
problem in question and the arguments used to derive the field-of-values estimates.

In summary, the principal contributions of this paper are: (i) Introducing, for the first time,
an AL-type preconditioner based on continuous-level augmentation for the discrete Oseen problem
resulting from pressure-stabilized finite element methods; (ii) Proving field-of-values estimates for
the preconditioned system, leading to optimal convergence bounds for the GMRES algorithm ap-
plied to solve the system; (iii) Conducting numerical experiments to assess both the performance of
the algebraic solver and the accuracy of the grad-div stabilized equal-order finite element method
for the steady-state incompressible Navier–Stokes problem.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Oseen problem
and a finite element formulation with some auxiliary results. In section 3, we consider an algebraic
system and a pressure Schur complement preconditioner. We also derive some useful eigenvalue
estimates for the preconditioned Schur complement matrix. Section 4 provides a field-of-values
analysis for a preconditioner for the full system. Numerical results are presented to illustrate our
theoretical findings in section 5. Concluding remarks are collected in section 6.
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2. Finite element formulation. Let Ω Ă Rd with d “ 2, 3 be a bounded polygonal or
polyhedral domain. In this work, we are interested in numerical solutions to the Oseen problem:
Given a smooth divergence free vector field a : Ω :Ñ Rd and a force field f : Ω :Ñ Rd, find the
velocity field u : Ω :Ñ Rd and the scalar pressure function p : Ω :Ñ R solving the following system:

´ν∆u ` pa ¨ ∇qu ` ∇p “ f in Ω,

divu “ 0 in Ω,

u “ 0 on BΩ.

We assume homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions for convenience, but the method and analy-
sis extend to other common boundary conditions. The pressure is defined up to an additive constant.

To formulate variational and finite element problems, we need the following bilinear forms:

apu,vq “ νp∇u,∇vq ` pa ¨ ∇u,vq, bpv, qq “ ´pq,divvq, with u,v P H1pΩqd, q P L2pΩq.

Here and further, p¨, ¨q and } ¨ } denote the L2pΩq inner product and norm, respectively.
The weak formulation of the Oseen problem then reads: Find u P pH1

0 pΩqqd, p P L2pΩq such
that

apu,vq ` bpv, pq “ xf ,vy,

bpu, qq “ 0,

for any v P pH1
0 pΩqqd, q P L2pΩq.

We assume a family tThuhą0 of quasi-uniform regular tessellations of Ω, parameterized with
the discretization parameter h ą 0. For any integer k, we define

RkpT q “

#

PkpT q if T is a triangle or tetrahedron,

QkpT q if T is a quadrilateral or hexahedron,

where PkpT q is the space of polynomials of total degree at most k on an element T , and QkpT q is
the space of tensor product polynomials of degree at most k on an element T .

In this paper, we are interested in equal-order finite element approximations of the Oseen
problem. Therefore, velocity and pressure finite element spaces Vh and Qh are defined as

Vh “ tvh P pH1
0 pΩqqd : vh|T P RkpT qd @T P Thu,

Qh “ tqh P L2
0pΩq : qh|T P RkpT q @T P Thu.

Equal order finite elements require a proper stabilization [5]. To provide it, we need an additional
bilinear form sp¨, ¨q, which is a symmetric positive semi-definite bilinear form on L2pΩq ˆ L2pΩq.
Furthermore, we assume that the following inf-sup condition is satisfied

(2.1) sup
0‰vhPVh

bpvh, phq

}∇vh}
` spph, phq1{2 ě δ0}ph} @ph P Qh,

where δ0 ą 0 is a constant that does not depend on the mesh parameter h. Suitable definitions of
spph, qhq can be found, for example, in [7, 18]. For the analysis that follows, a particular choice of
sp¨, ¨q is not important.
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A finite element formulation for the Oseen problem reads: Find tuh, phu P X “ Vh ˆQh such
that

apuh,vhq ` aspuh,vhq ` bpvh, phq “ xf ,vhy @vh P Vh,

bpuh, qhq ´
1

ν ` γ
spph, qhq “ 0 @qh P Qh,

where aspu,vq “ γpdivu,divvq and γ ě 0 is a grad-div stabilization parameter. We assume that
the flow is laminar and the mesh is sufficiently fine so that no additional closure or advection
stabilization terms are needed.

It is convenient to rewrite the finite element problem using the cumulative form

Lpuh, ph;vh, qhq “ apuh,vhq ` aspuh,vhq ` bpvh, phq ` bpuh, qhq ´
1

ν ` γ
spph, qhq

as follows: Find tuh, phu P X such as

(2.2) Lpuh, ph;vh, qhq “ xf ,vhy @tvh, qhu P X.

For notation simplicity, let x “ tuh, phu and y “ tvh, qhu. Based on the symmetric part of
Lpx; yq, we introduce the following products and norms on X:

px, yqL “ νp∇uh,∇vhq ` γpdivuh,divvhq `
1

ν ` γ
rpph, qhq ` spph, qhqs , }x}2L “ px, xqL.

Further in the text, a ≳ b means that there exists a constant c independent of mesh size and other
problem parameters such that a ě cb. Obviously, a ≲ b is defined as b ≳ a. To avoid nonessential
technical details, it is not restrictive to assume for the rest of the paper that

(2.3) }a}L8pΩq “ 1 and ν ≲ 1, γ ≲ 1.

Lemma 2.1. The bilinear form Lpx; yq satisfies the following continuity and stability property:

(2.4) sup
0‰xPX

sup
0‰yPX

Lpx; yq

}x}L}y}L
ď c1,

and

(2.5) inf
0‰xPX

sup
0‰yPX

Lpx; yq

}x}L}y}L
ě c2,

with some positive mesh-independent constants

c1 ≲ p1 ` ν´1q, c2 ≳ νpν ` γq.

Proof. We shall repeatedly use the Poincaré–Friedrichs inequality:

}v} ď cf }∇v} @v P H1
0 pΩqd.
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For x “ tuh, phu, y “ tvh, qhu, we have

Lpx; yq “ apuh,vhq ` aspuh,vhq ` bpvh, phq ` bpuh, qhq ´ 1
ν`γ spph, qhq

ď apuh,uhq
1
2 apvh,vhq

1
2 ` }a}L8pΩq}∇uh}}vh} ` aspuh,uhq

1
2 aspvh,vhq

1
2

` }divvh}}ph} ` }divuh}}qh} `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq

1
2 spqh, qhq

1
2

ď apuh,uhq
1
2 apvh,vhq

1
2 `

cf
ν

}
?
ν∇uh}}

?
ν∇vh} ` aspuh,uhq

1
2 aspvh,vhq

1
2

` pν ` γq´ 1
2 }ph}pγ

1
2 }divvh} ` ν

1
2 }∇vh}q ` pν ` γq´ 1

2 }qh}pγ
1
2 }divuh}

` ν
1
2 }∇uh}q ` 1

ν`γ spph, phq
1
2 spqh, qhq

1
2

ď c1}uh, ph}L}vh, qh}L,

where c1 “ 3 `
cf
ν . This proves (2.4).

We introduce the norm }vh}2˚ :“ ν}∇vh}2 ` γ}divvh}2 and notice that

}vh}2˚ ď pν ` γq}∇vh}2.

Thanks to the inf-sup condition (2.1), for any ph, there exists wh such that

bpwh, phq ě

´

δ0}ph} ´ spph, phq
1
2

¯

}∇wh}.

We may assume that }∇wh} “ δ0}ph} ` spph, phq
1
2 . For given x “ tuh, phu, let us consider

y “ tvh, qhu with vh “ uh ` θwh and qh “ ´ph. Then it holds that

Lpx; yq “ apuh,uh ` θwhq ` aspuh,uh ` θwhq ` bpuh ` θwh, phq ´ bpuh, phq ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq

“ apuh,uhq ` aspuh,uhq ` apuh, θwhq ` aspuh, θwhq ` bpθwh, phq ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq

“ }uh}2˚ ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq ` νθp∇uh,∇whq ` γθpdivuh,divwhq ` θpa ¨ ∇uh,whq ` bpθwh, phq

ě }uh}2˚ ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq ´ θ}uh}˚}wh}˚ ´ θ}∇uh}}wh} ` θ

´

δ0}ph} ´ spph, phq
1
2

¯

}∇wh}

ě }uh}2˚ ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq ´

1

4
}uh}2˚ ´ θ2}wh}2˚ ´

ν

4
}∇uh}2 ´

θ2

ν
}wh}2 ` θ

`

δ20}ph}2 ´ spph, phq
˘

ě
1

2
}uh}2˚ ` 1

ν`γ spph, phq ´ θ2pν ` γq}∇wh}2 ´
θ2

ν
cf }∇wh}2 ` θ

`

δ20}ph}2 ´ spph, phq
˘

ě
1

2
}uh}2˚ ` p 1

ν`γ ´ θ ´ 2θ2pν ` γq ´ 2θ2ν´1cf qspph, phq ` θp1 ´ 2θpν ` γq ´ 2θν´1cf qδ20}ph}2.

Letting θ “ c̃ν with sufficiently small c̃ » 1, we obtain

Lpx; yq ≳ }uh}2˚ `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq ` ν}ph}2.

This and }uh, ph}L ≳ }vh, qh}L prove the result in (2.5).
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3. Algebraic problem and Schur complement preconditioner. Let tψiui“1,...,n and
tϕiui“1,...,m be bases in Vh and Qh, respectively. Define the following matrices:

D “ tDiju, Dij “ p∇ψi,∇ψjq, N “ tNiju, Nij “ pa ¨ ∇ψj , ψiq,

B “ tBiju, Bij “ ´pϕj ,divψiq, C “ tCiju, Cij “ pν ` γq´1spϕi, ϕjq,

G “ tGiju, Gij “ pdivψi,divψjq, Aγ “ νD `N ` γG, As “
1

2
pAγ `AT

γ q “ νD ` γG.

Note that As is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.
For a natural u–p order of unknowns, the finite element method results in a system of algebraic

equation with matrices having the block structure:

(3.1) Kx “

ˆ

Aγ BT

B ´C

˙

x “ b,

where Aγ P Rnˆn, C P Rmˆm, and B P Rmˆn.
We are also interested in the Schur complement for K:

S “ BA´1
γ BT ` C.

Let M be the pressure mass matrix associated with element space Qh. We introduce the
following preconditioner for S:

(3.2) pS “ pν ` γq´1M ` C,

and a block diagonal matrix

(3.3) M “

ˆ

As 0

0 pS

˙

.

Note that M is not a preconditioner for K we are interested in. This matrix is introduced to define
convenient inner products to work with. We shall adopt some standard notations: Let x¨, ¨y be the

Euclidean inner product and } ¨ }ℓ2 “ x¨, ¨y
1
2 , also x¨, ¨yF “ xF ¨, ¨y and } ¨ }F “ x¨, ¨y

1
2

F denote an inner
product and norm on Rk given a positive definite symmetric matrix F P Rkˆk.

Theorem 3.1. The stability and continuity properties from Lemma 2.1 are equivalent to the
following conditions for the matrix K:

(3.4) sup
0‰xPRn`m

sup
0‰yPRn`m

xKx, yy

}x}M}y}M
ď c1,

and

(3.5) inf
0‰xPRn`m

sup
0‰yPRn`m

xKx, yy

}x}M}y}M
ě c2,

where the constants c1 and c2 are the same as those in (2.4) and (2.5), respectively.
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3.1. One eigenvalue problem. To understand the properties of the Schur complement pre-
conditioner (3.2), it is insightful to analyze the eigenvalue problem

(3.6) Sp “ λpSp.

Theorem 3.2. The eigenvalues from (3.6) satisfy the following bounds

νpν ` γq ≲ ℜpλq, |λ| ď 1.

Proof. The proof partially follows [38]. For p P Rm, the corresponding finite element function is
ph P Qh. For u P Rn, the corresponding finite element function is uh P Vh. According to Bendixson
theorem,

inf
0‰pPRm

@

1
2 pS ` ST qp, p

D

xŜp, py
ď ℜpλq.

Note that
@

1
2 pS ` ST qp, p

D

“ xSp, py. For a given p, define u by Aγu “ BT p. Then,

xSp, py “ xBu, py ` xCp, py,

Aγu “ BT p.

We rewrite the above formulas in the finite element notations:

xSp, py “ bpuh, phq `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq,(3.7)

bpvh, phq “ apuh,vhq ` aspuh,vhq, @vh P Vh.(3.8)

Taking vh “ uh in (3.8) and substituting bpuh, phq into (3.7) leads to

xSp, py “ apuh,uhq ` aspuh,uhq `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq.

From (2.1) it follows that there exists v̂h P Vh with }∇v̂h} “ 1 such that

δ}ph}2 ď bpv̂h, phq2 ` spph, phq.

Recall that }a}L8pΩq “ 1 and diva “ 0. Taking v̂h as a test function in (3.8) and using Cauchy-
Schwarz and Poincaré inequalities, we get

δ}ph}2 ď papuh, v̂hq ` aspuh, v̂hqq2 ` spph, phq

ď

´

apuh,uhq
1
2 apv̂h, v̂hq

1
2 ` }ah}L8pΩq}∇uh}}v̂h} ` γ}divu}}divv̂h}

¯2

` spph, phq

ď

´

apuh,uhq
1
2 apv̂h, v̂hq

1
2 ` cf }ah}L8pΩq}∇uh}}∇v̂h} ` γ}divuh}}∇v̂h}

¯2

` spph, phq

ď

ˆ

?
νapuh,uhq

1
2 `

cf
?
ν
apuh,uhq

1
2 ` γ}divuh}

˙2

` spph, phq,

where in the last inequality we used

apv̂h, v̂hq “ ν}∇v̂h}2 “ ν, }divv̂h} ď }∇v̂h} “ 1, }∇uh} “
1

?
ν
apuh,uhq

1
2 .
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Thus, we get

δ}ph}2 ď 2
`

p
?
ν ` cf {

?
νq2apuh,uhq ` γ2}divuh}2

˘

` spph, phq

ď 2
`

2pν ` c2fν
´1qapuh,uhq ` γ2aspuh,uhq

˘

` pν ` γq
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq

ď 4pν ` 1 ` γ2 ` c2fν
´1qxSp, py ≲ p1 ` ν´1qxSp, py.

From this, assumptions (2.3) and the definition of S, it follows that

νpν ` γqxppν ` γq´1M ` Cqp, py ≲ xSp, py,

which can be rewritten as

(3.9) νpν ` γq ≲
xSp, py

x pSp, py
.

Next, we show the bound on |λ|.

|λ| ď } pS´ 1
2S pS´ 1

2 } “ sup
0‰p,qPRm

x pS´ 1
2S pS´ 1

2 p, qy

}p}ℓ2}q}ℓ2
“ sup

0‰p,qPRm

xSp, qy

} pS
1
2 p}ℓ2} pS

1
2 q}ℓ2

.

In the finite element notations, we rewrite

xSp, qy “ bpuh, qhq ` spph, qhq,

bpvh, phq “ apuh,vhq ` aspuh,vhq, @vh P Vh.

Using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the above equations, we get

xSp, qy ď }divuh}}qh} `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq

1
2 spqh, qhq

1
2 ,(3.10)

apuh,uhq ` γ}divuh}2 “ bpuh, phq ď }divuh}}ph}.(3.11)

Using }divuh} ď }∇uh} and apuh,uhq “ ν}∇uh}2, we obtain from (3.11) that

pν ` γq}divuh} ď }ph}.

Using the above inequality, we can rewrite (3.10) as

xSp, qy ď
1

ν ` γ

”

}ph}}qh} ` spph, phq
1
2 spqh, qhq

1
2

ı

ď }
1

?
ν ` γ

ph}}
1

?
ν ` γ

qh} `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq

1
2 spqh, qhq

1
2

ď } pS
1
2 p}ℓ2} pS

1
2 q}ℓ2 .

It follows that

(3.12)
xSp, qy

} pS
1
2 p}ℓ2} pS

1
2 q}ℓ2

ď 1,

which is the desired result.
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Theorem 3.2 shows bounds similar to those found in the literature on the AL approach with inf-
sup stable finite elements. In particular, we see that all the eigenvalues of the preconditioned
Schur complement are bounded on the right half of the complex plane, independently of the mesh
parameter. Moreover, the bounds improve as γ increases.

4. Block preconditioner and convergence analysis. For a matrix B P Rn`m, denote

µpBq “ inf
0‰zPRn`m

xBz, zyM´1

xz, zyM´1

.

One can show that µpBqµpB´1q ď 1. The following lemma provides an upper bound for the
convergence of preconditioned GMRES:

Lemma 4.1 ([40]). The residual of the preconditioned GMRES method for Kx “ b with the
preconditioner F satisfies

(4.1)
}rk}M´1

}r0}M´1

ď
`

1 ´ µpKF´1qµpFK´1q
˘k{2

.

An ‘ideal’ block preconditioner for K is given by

(4.2) P “

ˆ

Aγ BT

0 ´S

˙

.

For this preconditioner, one computes

K´1 “

ˆ

A´1
γ ´A´1

γ BTS´1BA´1
γ A´1

γ BTS´1

S´1BA´1
γ ´S´1

˙

and

KP´1 “

ˆ

I 0
BA´1

γ I

˙

, PK´1 “

ˆ

I 0
´BA´1

γ I

˙

.

When GMRES is applied to the preconditioned system with preconditioner P´1, it converges in 2
iterations [14].

In practice, it is too expensive to use the ideal preconditioner. A more practical choice consists
in replacing S with pS in it. Therefore the preconditioner we analyze here is given by

(4.3) pP “

ˆ

Aγ BT

0 ´ pS

˙

,

with pS from (3.2).
It can be shown that

K pP´1 “

ˆ

I 0

BA´1
γ S pS´1

˙

, pPK´1 “

ˆ

I 0

´ pSS´1BA´1
γ

pSS´1

˙

.

Lemma 4.2. For any q, we have

(4.4) νpν ` γqx pS´1q, qy ≲ x pS´1S pS´1q, qy
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and

(4.5) x pS´1q, qy ď xS´1q, qy.

Proof. From (3.9), we have

νpν ` γqx pSp, py ď xSp, py.

Setting p “ pS´1q in the above inequality leads to (4.4).

Next, we show the result in (4.5). Consider q “ pSq̂. Then,

x pS´1q, qy “ x pSq̂, q̂y “ xppγ ` νq´1M ` Cqq̂, q̂y “ pγ ` νq´1
`

}q̂h}2 ` spq̂h, q̂hq
˘

,

and

xS´1q, qy “ xS´1Ŝq̂, pSq̂y “ xp, pSq̂y “ pγ ` νq´1 ppph, q̂hq ` spph, q̂hqq ,

where p solves

Aγu`BT p “ 0 with ´Bu` Cp “ pγ ` νq´1Mq ` Cq.

The finite element forms of the above equations are

νp∇uh,∇vhq ` γpdivuh,divvhq ` pa ¨ ∇uh,vhq “ pph,divvhq,(4.6)

pdivuh, τhq `
1

ν ` γ
spph, τhq “

1

ν ` γ
rpq̂h, τhq ` spq̂h, τhqs ,(4.7)

for all vh P Vh, τh P Qh. Taking τh “ ph in (4.7) and vh “ uh in (4.6), we have

xS´1q, qy “ pdivuh, phq `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq “ ν}∇uh}2 ` γ}divuh}2 `

1

ν ` γ
spph, phq.

Now letting τh “ q̂h in (4.7), we obtain

x pSq̂, q̂y “ pdivuh, q̂hq ` 1
ν`γ spph, q̂hq

ď }divuh}}q̂h} ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq

1
2 spq̂h, q̂hq

1
2

ď

´

pγ ` νq}divuh}2 ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq

¯
1
2 1

ν`γ

`

}q̂h}2 ` spq̂h, q̂hq
˘

1
2 ,

“

´

pγ ` νq}divuh}2 ` 1
ν`γ spph, phq

¯
1
2

x pSq̂, q̂y
1
2 .

It follows that

x pS´1q, qy “ x pSq̂, q̂y ď pγ ` νq}divuh}2 `
1

ν ` γ
spph, phq ď ν}∇uh}2 ` γ}divuh}2 `

1

ν ` γ
spph, phq

“ xS´1q, qy,

which is the desired result.
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Following the technique used in [28], we prove the field-of-values bounds for our preconditioner.

Theorem 4.3. The field-of-values of K with the preconditioner P̂ from (4.3) satisfy the follow-
ing bounds:

µpK pP´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

I 0

BA´1
γ S pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

M´1
Bˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

M´1

≳ νpν ` γq,

and

µp pPK´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

I 0

´ pSS´1BA´1
γ

pSS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

M´1
Bˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

M´1

ě
1

2
.

Hence the residual norms of the preconditioned GMRES (4.3) satisfy

(4.8) }rk}M´1 ď p1 ´ c̃νpν ` γqq
k{2

}r0}M´1 “ qk}r0}M´1 ,

where c̃ » Op1q is independent of the mesh size and problem parameters.

Proof. For arbitrary rv; ps ‰ 0, we need to show that

µpK pP´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

pS´1BA´1
γ

pS´1S pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

0 pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F ≳ νpν ` γq,

and

µp pPK´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

´S´1BA´1
γ S´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

0 pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F ě
1

2
.

With the help of (4.4), we obtain

µpK pP´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

pS´1BA´1
γ

pS´1S pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

0 pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

≳ νpν ` γq inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

pS´1BA´1
γ

pS´1S pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

0 pS´1S pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F .(4.9)
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Using (4.5), we get

µp pPK´1q “ inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

´S´1BA´1
γ S´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

0 pS´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

ě inf
vPRn,qPRm

Bˆ

A´1
s 0

´S´1BA´1
γ S´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F

Bˆ

A´1
s 0
0 S´1

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

ˆ

v
q

˙F .(4.10)

To estimate the quantities in the right hand sides of (4.9) and (4.10), it is sufficient to find the
lower bounds for the generalized eigenvalues of

ˆ

H11 HT
21

H21 H22

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

“ λ

ˆ

H11 0
0 H22

˙ ˆ

v
q

˙

,

with H11 “ A´1
s and

#

H21 “ 1
2

pS´1BA´1
γ , H22 “ 1

2

`

pS´1S pS´1 ` pS´1ST
pS´1

˘

for (4.9),

H21 “ ´ 1
2S

´1BA´1
γ , H22 “ 1

2 pS´1 ` S´T q for (4.10).

Straightforward computations reveal the identity

pλ´ 1q2 “
xH´1

11 H
T
21q,H

T
21qy

xH22q, qy
.

To estimate the right-hand side in (4.9), one sets p “ pS´1q in the above quantity leading to

pλ´ 1q2 “
1

4

xAsA
´T
γ BT

pS´1q, A´T
γ BT

pS´1qy

x pS´1S pS´1q, qy
“

1

4

xAsA
´T
γ BT p,A´T

γ BT py

xSp, py

“
1

4

xAsA
´T
γ BT p,A´T

γ BT py

xBA´1
γ BT p, py

“
1

4

xAsA
´T
γ u,A´T

γ uy

xA´1
γ u, uy

“
1

4

xAsu1, u1y

xAγu1, u1y
“

1

4
.

To estimate the right-hand side in (4.10), one sets p “ S´1q leading to

pλ´ 1q2 “
1

4

xAsA
´T
γ BTS´1q, A´T

γ BTS´1qy

xS´1q, qy
“

1

4

xAsA
´T
γ BT p,A´T

γ BT py

xSp, py
“

1

4
.

Thus, in both cases we have |1´λ| “ 1
2 . It follows that λ ě 1

2 . Combined with (4.9) and (4.10)
this proves the theorem.

Remark 4.4. For the analysis of pP, one can replace pS by a spectral equivalent operator, S̃,
which satisfies

α1xS̃p, py ď x pSp, py ď α2xS̃p, py,

where α1, α2 ą 0, and consider the norm }¨}M´1 , with M “ diagtAs, S̃u. Then, one obtains similar
results to those stated in Theorem 4.3.
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From the above analysis, we see that the simple Schur complement preconditioner pS leads to a
mesh-independent solver that is robust with respect to the critical parameter ν once γ is sufficiently
large. In pP, we leave open the question of how to approximate the (1,1) block. In the literature,
several approaches based on direct LU/ILU factorization, the block upper-triangular part of Aγ , or
the multigrid technique for the (1,1) block have been studied (see [2, 38, 6, 15]). Regarding field-
of-values convergence analysis of GMRES with approximations to both Aγ and S, similar results
can be obtained by following the techniques in [28, 3]. However, this extension is beyond the scope
of this work.

In the following section, we will validate our theoretical findings by considering two benchmark
problems: the driven cavity flow and flow past a backward-facing step. To validate and assess the
actual dependence of convergence rates on the Reynolds number, we use exact solves for the (1,1)
and (2,2) blocks of the preconditioner.

5. Numerical experiments. In this section we present results of numerical experiments with
Q1 ´Q1 and Q2 ´Q2 elements. For pressure stabilization, we use the one from [11]:

spph, qhq “ pph ´ πh,T ph, qh ´ πh,T qhq,

where πh,T is the elementwise L2-projection onto polynomials of degree k ´ 1.
We consider two 2D flows to access the method accuracy and solver performance.

Problem 1 (driven cavity): The tight cavity flow problem is defined by Ω “ r´1, 1s2, f “ 0,
u1px, 1q “ 1, u2px, 1q “ 0 for x P p´1, 1q, and u “ 0 on the remainder of the boundary. The
Reynolds number is given by Re “ 2{ν.

Problem 2 (backward facing step): It represents a slow flow in a rectangular duct with a
sudden expansion, or flow over a step. The L-shaped domain is generated by taking the complement
in Ω “ p´1, Lqˆp´1, 1q of the square p´1, 0sˆp´1, 0s. A Poiseuille flow profile u1px, yq “ 4yp1´yq

is imposed on the inflow boundary (x “ ´1; 0 ď y ď 1), and a no-flow (zero-velocity) condition is
imposed on the top and bottom walls. A Neumann condition of zero normal stress is applied at
the outflow boundary.

For the backward-facing step problem, the average inflow is defined as

(5.1) U “

ż 1

0

1

H ´ hs
u1p´1, yq, dy,

where hs “ 1 is the step size, and u “ pu1, u2q. The Reynolds number is defined as Re “ UH{ν,
where H is the height of the channel and U is the mean inflow velocity. It follows that Re “ 4{p3νq.

Our numerical setup is as follows:
‚ The nonlinear algebraic system for the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations is solved using
Picard iterations starting from zero velocity.

‚ In each Picard iteration, the discrete Oseen problem is solved using the preconditioned
GMRES method.

‚ The stopping criterion for the inner linear solver is GMRES achieving a maximum of 400
iterations or a residual of }rk} ď 10´5}r0}. For the outer nonlinear solver, the criterion is
a maximum of 100 iterations or a nonlinear residual of }sk} ď 10´5}s0}.

‚ The backward-facing step problem is solved for Re “ 150 with L “ 5 and Re “ 800 with
L “ 24. The Reynolds number Re “ 800 is close to the first bifurcation point where the
flow becomes unsteady [23].
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‚ For the driven cavity problem, we consider Re “ 1000, Re “ 3200, and Re “ 5000.
A zero initial guess was used for GMRES in all experiments.

The choice of the grad-div stabilization parameter γ is delicate. Analysis of the preconditioned
GMRES suggests that a large γ would benefit faster convergence. However, an excessively large
parameter may “overstabilize” the problem, yielding less accurate finite element solutions to the
Navier-Stokes system [35]. While there is substantial literature on the optimal choice of γ for inf-
sup stable elements (see, e.g., [20, 35, 26, 9]), the question is less studied for equal-order elements.
Here, we adopt γ “ 0.1, a common choice in the literature on grad-div stabilization and AL
preconditioners for inf-sup stable elements. Besides iteration numbers, we will monitor the accuracy
of FE solutions with this choice of γ.

In addition to the preconditioner pP defined in (4.3), we also run the same experiments with
the pressure convection-diffusion preconditioner (PCD) from [14] for comparison. Moreover, we
propose an extension of the PCD preconditioner for grad-div stabilized problems. Specifically, we
consider:

(5.2) Pp “

ˆ

Aγ BT

0 ´Ms

˙

,

with

(5.3) Ms “ ApF
´1
p Q,

where Ap is the discrete pressure Laplacian, Fp “ pν ` γqAp ` Np where Np is the “pressure
advection matrix” (cf. [14]), and Q is the vector mass matrix.

All numerical results reported below are produced using IFISS [12].

Fig. 1. Q1 ´ Q1 FE solutions with and without grad-div stabilization for Re “ 1000 with h “ 1{64 and
Re “ 5000 with h “ 1{128. Left panel: u1-component of velocity along the vertical center line of the cavity; Right
panel: u2-component of velocity along the horizontal center line of the cavity. The reference data is from [21].

5.1. Driven cavity problem. We start with the driven cavity problem. To assess the accu-
racy of the grad-div stabilized equal-order FE methods, we compare the velocity profiles of the FE
solutions with reference data from [21]. Figure 1 displays Q1 velocity solutions along cavity cross-
sections for two Reynolds numbers. It is evident that using γ “ 0.1 yields significantly improved
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Fig. 2. Q2 ´ Q2 FE solutions with and without grad-div stabilization for Re “ 1000 and Re “ 5000 with
h “ 1{64. Left panel: u1-component of velocity along the vertical center line of the cavity; Right panel: u2-
component of velocity along the horizontal center line of the cavity. The reference data is from [21].

approximations compared to γ “ 0, particularly noticeable for Re “ 5000. Figure 2 demonstrates
that Q2 elements produce very similar results with both γ “ 0.1 and γ “ 0, both aligning well with
the reference data.

Fig. 3. Exponentially spaced streamlines of Q2 ´ Q2 FE solutions without and with grad-div stabilization with
h “ 1{32 for Re “ 1000.

Figures 3–5 show cavity flow at Reynolds numbers 1000, 3200, and 5000, using log-uniformly
distributed streamlines. The primal vortex and bottom secondary vortices are observed for Re “

1000, with the appearance of a vortex near the upstream upper corner for Re “ 3200, and tertiary
vortices becoming visible at Re “ 5000. This vortex dynamics pattern is typical and extensively
documented in the literature. Once again, we recover very similar flow usingQ2 equal-order elements
with γ “ 0 and γ “ 0.1.

Adding the grad-div term with γ “ 0.1 to the equations does not compromise the accuracy of
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Fig. 4. Exponentially spaced streamlines of Q2 ´ Q2 FE solutions without and with grad-div stabilization with
h “ 1{64 for Re “ 3200.

Fig. 5. Exponentially spaced streamlines of Q2 ´ Q2 FE solutions without and with grad-div stabilization with
h “ 1{64 for Re “ 5000.

the finite element solutions; in fact, it notably enhances accuracy, particularly when lower-order
elements are used to simulate higher Reynolds number flows. Therefore, we are now interested in
examining the impact of this augmentation and proposed preconditioning on the efficiency of the
algebraic solver.

Table 1 reports iteration numbers for Re “ 1000 with varying mesh sizes. The notation “-” in
this and subsequent tables indicates that Picard’s method reaches the maximum of 100 iterations
without convergence. The results indicate that using γ “ 0.1 leads to convergence in only a few
iterations for both Picard and GMRES methods, whereas for γ “ 0, GMRES requires significantly
more iterations to satisfy the convergence criterion. Additionally, we observe that Q2 elements
require slightly more iterations than Q1 elements to converge. Furthermore, our preconditioner
( pP) with grad-div stabilization proves to be robust with respect to mesh size and elements. For

γ “ 0.1, the modified PCD demonstrates similar results to pP. However, it is worth noting that the
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Table 1
Driven cavity: The Picard iteration counts (and the average of number of preconditioned GMRES iterations)

for Re “ 1000.

Preconditioner pP Pp

elements Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

h γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0

1/8 8(15) - 8(16) 15(289) 8(15) - 8(16) 15(98)
1/16 8(15) 11(128) 6(15) 7(400) 8(15) 11(79) 6(16) 7(79)
1/32 6(15) 7(230) 5(14) 5(388) 6(14) 7(81) 5(15) 5(59)
1/64 5(14) 5(331) 4(14) 4(384) 5(14) 5(60) 4(15) 4(50)

Table 2
Driven cavity: The Picard iteration counts (and the average of number of preconditioned GMRES iteration)

for Re “ 3200.

Preconditioner pP Pp

elements Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

h γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0

1/8 10(16) - 9(19) - 10(17) - 9(20) -
1/16 9(16) - 8(16) - 9(18) - 8(18) -
1/32 8(16) - 7(16) 16(400) 8(17) - 7(17) 9(177)
1/64 7(16) 11(400) 5(14) 10(400) 7(16) 9(167) 5(16) 6(125)

modified PCD is somewhat more computationally expensive and requires the definition of pressure
“convection-diffusion” matrices not present in the original formulation, limiting its applicability.

Tables 2 and 3 present results for increasing Reynolds numbers. We see that the simple pre-
conditioner pP with grad-div stabilization (γ “ 0.1) remains robust with respect to both Re and

mesh size. For γ “ 0, the GMRES with pP and Pp preconditioners do not converge, except for the
PCD preconditioner for Q2 elements on finer meshes.

5.2. Backward facing step problem. Following the same line of analysis as above, we begin
by comparing the accuracy of the computed solutions for augmented (i.e., grad-div stabilized with
γ “ 0.1) and non-augmented problems (γ “ 0). The key statistics of interest for the backward-
facing step problem are the streamlines’ separation and reattachment points on the lower and upper
walls.

Table 4 shows these statistics for both Reynolds numbers and provides results from the literature
for comparison. For Re “ 150, a vortex near the upper wall is not forming, so only one reattachment
point is reported.

From Table 4 we see that the accuracy of stabilized and non-stabilized solutions is similar and
the results compare reasonably well to those found in the literature.

Figures 6 and 7 show streamlines and pressure of Q2 solutions for Re “ 150 and Re “ 800.
This time, solutions with and without grad-div stabilization are visually indistinguishable. The
computed Q1 solutions with h “ 1{32 and both γ “ 0.1 and γ “ 0 were visually similar to those
shown in the figures.
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Table 3
Driven cavity: The Picard iteration counts (and the average of number of preconditioned GMRES iterations)

for Re “ 5000.

Preconditioner pP Pp

elements Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

h γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0

1/8 12(16) - 11(21) - 12(18) - 11(22) -
1/16 10(17) - 9(18) - 10(18) - 10(20) -
1/32 9(17) - 9(16) - 9(18) - 9(17) -
1/64 7(15) - 7(15) 11(400) 7(16) - 7(18) 7(163)

Table 4
Backward facing step: Numerical results for h “ 1{32 for Q1 and Q2 elements: r1 is the reattachment point

for the bottom vortex, r2 is the left separation point for the upper vortex, and r3 is the right reattachment point for
the upper vortex.

Configuration method r1 r2 r3
Re “ 150
γ “ 0.1 Q1 4.22 - -
γ “ 0 Q1 4.00 - -
γ “ 0.1 Q2 4.25 - -
γ “ 0 Q2 4.25 - -
Ref.[37] FE 4.00 - -
Ref.[33] Experimental 4.50 - -

Re “ 800
γ “ 0.1 Q1 11.50 9.41 20.22
γ “ 0 Q1 12.09 9.88 20.22
γ “ 0.1 Q2 11.00 8.72 20.20
γ “ 0 Q2 11.02 8.73 20.20
Ref.[37] FE 11.88 9.70 20.42
Ref.[19] FD 12.20 9.70 20.96
Ref.[8] Spectral 11.94 9.78 20.92
Ref.[1] Experimental 14.20 - -

Next, we present the iteration counts for Picard’s method and the preconditioned GMRES
methods using two preconditioners. Table 5 reveals that for Re “ 150, the nonlinear iteration
numbers are nearly independent of γ. However, grad-div stabilization significantly impacts the
inner GMRES iterations: incorporating grad-div stabilization notably reduces the GMRES iteration
numbers, particularly for Q2 elements. Moreover, the number of GMRES iterations with grad-div
stabilization remains essentially unaffected by mesh size and the choice of elements, consistent with
our theoretical findings. A similar observation applies to the (modified) PCD preconditioner, albeit
requiring slightly fewer iterations for inner GMRES but with slightly higher computational cost.

In Table 6, we present the iteration numbers for Re “ 800. We notice an increase in Picard’s
iteration numbers compared to the Re “ 150 case, as expected. The reduction in GMRES iteration
counts with γ “ 0.1 is even more pronounced in this scenario than for Re “ 150. Once again, the
iteration count of GMRES with preconditioner pP and γ “ 0.1 remains unaffected by variations in
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Fig. 6. Flow over the backward-facing step for Re “ 150. Left panel: Q2 solution with γ “ 0, h “ 1{32. Right
panel: Q2 solution with γ “ 0.1, h “ 1{32.

Fig. 7. Flow over the backward-facing step for Re “ 800. Left panel: Q2 solution with γ “ 0, h “ 1{32. Right
panel: Q2 solution with γ “ 0.1, h “ 1{32.

mesh parameters and elements, consistent with our convergence analysis.

6. Conclusions. In this paper, we investigated a grad-div stabilized equal-order finite element
discretization of the Oseen problem, focusing primarily on its algebraic properties and precondition-
ing. However, we also considered the accuracy aspect of the augmentation. We proposed a block
triangular preconditioner akin to the augmented Lagrangian (AL) approach and applied field-of-
values analysis to demonstrate that the convergence rate of GMRES with this ideal preconditioner
is mesh-independent. Numerical experiments supported our theoretical findings, indicating that a
stabilization parameter of around 0.1 can be used consistently across all Reynolds numbers and
independent of mesh size.

Furthermore, numerical experiments showed that the augmented solver outperforms the block-
triangular preconditioner with the state-of-the-art pressure convection-diffusion Schur complement
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Table 5
Backward facing step: The Picard iteration counts (and the average of number of preconditioned GMRES

iteration) for Re “ 150.

Preconditioner pP Pp

elements Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

h γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0

1/8 12(27) 11(118) 11(28) 11(255) 12(22) 11(54) 11(26) 11(49)
1/16 11(27) 10(185) 9(28) 9(278) 11(26) 10(50) 9(28) 9(61)
1/32 9(28) 9(240) 8(27) 8(289) 9(27) 9(61) 8(28) 8(85)
1/64 8(27) 8(268) 6(27) 6(289) 8(26) 8(80) 6(27) 6(289)

Table 6
Backward facing step: The Picard iteration counts (and the average of number of preconditioned GMRES

iteration) for Re “ 800.

Preconditioner pP Pp

elements Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

h γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0 γ “ 0.1 γ “ 0

1/8 80(45) - 62(46) 97(400) 80(27) - 62(34) 61(184)
1/16 64(46) 53(400) 48(46) - 64(34) 57(218) 48(37) 48(131)
1/32 49(46) 72(400) 35(46) - 49(38) 47(147) 35(38) 35(130)
1/64 37(46) 81(400) 26(48) - 37(37) 36(136) 26(37) 25(186)

approximation. We also proposed a suitable modification of the latter for the augmented case. Both
the AL-type preconditioner and the modified PCD demonstrated convergence rates insensitive to
variations in Reynolds number and discretization parameters.

The approximation to the p1, 1q block in the augmented system was not studied in this work.
We expect that an LU factorization or keeping a block upper-triangle part of this block should be
an efficient strategy. We plan to explore such possibility in the future.
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